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Abstract

The paper proposes a reliable method for estimating
quadric surfaces from 3D range data in the framework of
object recognition and localization or object modelling. In-
stead of estimating a quadric surface individually the ap-
proach fits all the surfaces captured in the scene together
taking into account the geometric relationships between
them and their specific characteristics. The technique is
compared with other methods through experiments per-
formed on real objects.

1. Introduction

Common quadric surfaces such as cylinders, cones and
spheres are found in most manufactured parts and ob-
jects. A reliable estimation of these surfaces is an essen-
tial requirement in object modelling or reverse engineering,
where a faithful model is needed to be extracted from the
set of range data for CAD/CAM purposes.

One obstacle to achieving this goal is the inaccuracy of
shape estimates from the extracted quadric patches. This
arises from the limited field of the sensor which can only
cover a partial area of an object in a given view, self or ex-
ternal occlusion of the object and finally some surface data
may be lost during the surface segmentation process either
due to segmentation failure or intentionally in order to avoid
unreliable data. The usable set of data points may thus rep-
resent only a small area of the surface (Figure 1) and con-
sequently give unstable estimates of the surface shape. Fur-
thermore the remaining available data is corrupted by meas-
urement noise. Consequently the surface fitting fails to give
a reliable estimation of the surface shape. The estimates
are highly biased and may not reflect the actual type of the
surface even when sophisticated techniques are applied.

The idea presented here is to compensate the poorness of
information embodied in the quadric surface data by extra
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Figure 1. (a) Object containing a cylindrical surface, only a
small area of of the cylinder surface is visible. (b) A miniaturised
model of a plant: because of the noise and the segmentation er-
rors, only small portions of the pipes are extracted and can be used
reliably for the estimation.

knowledge about the surface such as the surface type and
relationships with other nearby surfaces. This additional
information is either provided by the model in the case of
model-based applications or deduced from a set of potential
hypotheses generated, checked and verified within a percep-
tual organization process. E.g if preliminary estimates of a
cylinder and plane lead to an angle between the plane nor-
mal and the cylinder axis close to ����� , it is very likely that
the two surfaces are orthogonal, or if the estimated shape of
a quadric is an elliptic cylinder with major axis and minor
axis having nearly identical values it is very likely that the



cylinder is circular.
The exploitation of this extra information is quite feas-

ible since a patch is rarely captured alone in the scene but
rather with close or adjacent surfaces which could be either
planes or quadrics.

This paper shows how the extra information can be rep-
resented in a shape estimation process and then evaluates
the approach against several alternatives, concluding that
the extra information is both effective and easy to exploit.

2. Problem statement and previous work

A quadric surface � is represented by the implicit func-
tion:�������	�
�	����������� ����������������� ����!#"$�$�%�&!(')�*�

�+! �*���,��!(-*�.�&!0/ �%�&!012�3�&4 � � (1)

Given a set of 5 measurement points 687 we want to find the
parameter vector

�9�;: � ���<�	�(��"=�>'*���*�>-?�>/*�>1@�A40B
such that

the function defined by (1) reflects as well as possible the
actual shape of the surface. The type and shape character-
istics of the surface are deduced afterwards from

� .
A reasonable criterion to judge the goodness of the

solution is the sum of the squared Euclidean distances
between each measurement point and the surface, C �DFE7HGJI 4*� 6K7 � � � � . The parameter vector minimizing this cri-
terion is the best solution in the least squares sense. Unfor-
tunately the non-linearity of this distance measure does not
lead to a nice and easy closed-form solution for the para-
meter vector

� . Various approximations of this distance
have been therefore proposed in the literature to make the
minimization problem easier.

The most common one is using the value of the impli-
cit function

�����J�>�
�	� � known as the algebraic distance. It
has been used in recovering planes and quadrics [3, 6]. Al-
though this approximation is highly attractive because of its
closed-form solution, it was subject to many criticisms since
it leads to a highly biased estimation for small surfaces with
low curvature. An improved approximation was suggested
by expanding the implicit function into Taylor’s series up to
first or second degree. The first approximation is given by:�������	�
�	� � �L M �J�N���	�*�A� � L � (2)

Taubin [13] noted that for the surfaces with constant gradi-
ent the estimation based on the first approximation is the
solution of a generalized eigenvalue problem:O �P�RQ$S O � (3)

where
O � T

7
" 7 " 7VU (4)

S O � T
7

4�" 7 4�" U7 (5)
" 7 � : �*�7 �	���7 ��WXW�W��XYZB U (6)

and
4�" 7 is the Jacobian matrix of

" 7 with respect to: � 7 �	� 7 �A� 7 B .
Other than this case the problem is a non-linear minimiz-

ation which needs to be solved iteratively, e.g the algorithm
proposed by Kumar et al [8] for fitting Hyperquadric sur-
faces. When the gradient of the surface vanishes, the first
approximation is no longer valid. To avoid this singular-
ity problem Taubin [14] introduces a high order approxim-
ate distance and estimates the solution with a non-linear fit-
ting procedure. Lei and Cooper [9] used both the first and
second approximation for fitting 2D curves but they convert
the minimization problem to linear programming optimiz-
ation by using the measurements points as control points
constraining the shape of the curve. Sullivan et al [12] min-
imized the sum of the exact geometric distances and con-
sider the implicit function representing the surface as a con-
straint function. They solved the problem with an iterative
algorithm combining Levenberg-Marquardt technique and
Newton method.

Recently Luckács et al [10] consider an approximation
of geometric distance specific to each quadric type, namely,
sphere, cylinder, cone, and torus. The algorithm ensures
stable and faithful estimation.

Another way for considering the Euclidean distance is to
use a specific representation function for a particular case
of quadric surfaces, like the circular cylinder, circular cone
and sphere. A circular cylinder can be defined by:

�N�8[\�$] � � �����^[_�0] � � ���N�@[\�`] � � [��a=b$�N�c[\� ] � �da=e��N�.[\� ] � ��a=f)�N�%[g�
� �>� �h[\i<� � � (7)

where
6 � �j: � ] �>� ] �	� ] B U is an arbitrary point on the axis,a �k: a=b$�>a=f �>a=e`B U is a unit vector along the axis and

i
is the

radius of the cylinder. A circular cone can be represented
by:

: ���c[\�
� � �������^[\�

� � ���l�V�%[g�
� � ��Bm�Zn0o`� �Np �[ : a=b����c[\�

� � ��a=e����q[\�
� � �da=f)�N�@[\�

� � B � � � (8)

where : � � �	� � �A� � B U is the apex of the cone, : a�br�>a=e��>a=f�B U is
the unit vector defining the orientation of the cone axis andp

is the semi-vertical angle. A sphere can be defined by:
�N�c[_� ] � ���l�N�.[\� ] � �����N�%[g� ] � �h[_i(� � � (9)

where : � � �>� � �A� � B U is the centre of the sphere and
i

is its
radius.

With this representation the value of the function at a
given point corresponds to the squared Euclidean distance
between the point and the surface. This representation and



a slightly different one (replacing the orientation vector by
two angles) were used respectively in [1, 5]. In both works
the solution was found with a non-linear optimization. The
computation cost is dramatically high with this represent-
ation. In the case of the cylinder for instance, the compu-
tation of the least squares error for 5 measurement points
needs to evaluates and sum the expression (7) 5 times in
each iteration of the optimization algorithm. Whereas with
the general expression (1) of the quadric, the least squares
error is determined in one single operation,

� U�� � where� U � : � �A�<��� ��� �A40B and O is the data matrix determined with
the expression (4). This matrix is computed off-line before
the optimization.

A common characteristic of these works is that they
treated each single surface individually. When the quad-
ric patch to be fitted covers a small amount of the sur-
face, the fitting technique fails to give a reasonable estim-
ation and often the estimates are highly biased. This is
expected since second order functions can easily trade-off
curvature and position to produce similar error measures.
Thus small patches do not provide sufficient extent to dis-
tinguish between the two cases.

However if we place ourselves in an object recognition
and localization framework we usually have to fit many sur-
faces belonging to the same object and which are linked
by some geometrical and topological relationships. By ex-
ploiting this knowledge together with the information which
may be available about the quadric type and shape we hope
compensate the lack of information in the quadric patch and
obtain therefore a surface parameterization as accurate as
possible.

We will show that by a simple representation of the ex-
tra information and with a rigorous integration of this in-
formation in the fitting process and by using just the algeb-
raic distance the proposed approach makes a good trade-off
between estimation accuracy and computational cost.

3. Principle of the approach

Consider a set of � surface patches of an object extrac-
ted from a given view. We assume that the set may contain
quadric and planar patches. By considering the algebraic
distance the minimization criterion related to the surface �
has the form

C�� � E	�T
7 GJI

����� 7 �	� 7 �	� 7 � � � � � (10)

for 5
� data points
�N� 7 �>� 7 �	� 7 � U lying on the surface. This

expression can be put into the form

C�� � � � U � � � � (11)

where
� � is the parameter vector and O � is a nonnegative,

definite and symmetric matrix:

O � � E	�T
7HGJI

" 7 " 7 U (12)

"
is a measurement vector function of the measurement

point
�����	�
�	� � . E.g for a plane and a quadric,

"
is defined

respectively by:" � : �J�>�
�	����Y�B U (13)" � : � � �	� � �	� � ��!(�$�
��!(�����A!0���$��!(����!(�
�A!#�$�XYZB U (14)

A global minimization criterion for all the surfaces is the
sum of all the single criterions

C � C I � C � �FWXW�W<� C�� (15)� � U � �
where

� is a global parameter vector concatenating all the
single parameter vectors and � is a global data matrix con-
taining the set of matrices � � . � is nonnegative, defin-
ite and symmetric as well. For example consider an object
with two surfaces, a plane and a quadric. Let O
�������� andO���� ����� 7�� their associated data matrices. The matrix � will
have the following structure:

� � � � O �������� �! �"  �$# ��%  �" I ]�&�$# ��% I ] "  & � O��'� �(��� 7)� ��% I ] " I ]�&�*
The relationships between the different surfaces as well

as the shape characteristics of the surfaces are formulated
into a set of vector functions+-, �<�
� �/. � Y���� 0

(16)

Examples of these functions are given in Section 5. So the
problem can be seen as a constrained optimization problem
where we have determine the parameter vector

� minimiz-
ing (15) subject to the constraints (16). As we will see with
the test objects, most of the constraint functions are non-
linear making the development of a closed form solution
or the application of a linear programming techniques quite
hard or impossible. The problem belongs to the category
of quadratic objective function with non-linear constraints.
These problems are well behaved if the constraint functions
are continuous, differentiable and convex [4]. We propose a
matrix formulation of the relationships and the shape char-
acteristics which satisfies these requirements. Furthermore
this representation ensures compact form and avoids ex-
pressions with many variables.

The estimation of the parameter vector is achieved with
a sequential unconstrained technique [15]. We consider the
following optimization function1 �<�*��� � U � � �32T� GJI Q �

+ � �<�*� (17)



where the second term is a penalty function consisting of
the sum of squared constraint functions weighted each by
a positive value Q � . The algorithm increments sequentially
the set of weights and at each step (17) is minimized with
the standard Levenberg-Marquardt technique and the vec-
tor

� is updated. The algorithm stops when the constraints
are satisfied to the desired degree or when the parameter
vector remains stable for a certain number of iterations.
When Q � becomes large, the Hessian matrix invloved in
Levenberg-Marquardtmay become ill-conditioned and con-
sequently its inversion may cause numerical instabilities. To
overcome this problem we perform the inversion in differ-
ent steps following the method developed by Broyden et
al [2]. The initial parameter

� � is determined by estimat-
ing each surface individually with a generalized eigenvalue
technique [3] and then concatenating all the vectors into a
single one.

4. Parametrization of the cylinder, the cone
and the sphere

When the treated object contains planes and quadrics the
relationships between a quadric surface and other surfaces
are relative orientation and relative position for cylinders
and cones and relative position for spheres. The circularity
of a cylinder or a cone is additional knowledge about the
quadric shape which should be taken into account as well.

Unfortunately the coefficients of the implicit function
(1) do not have obvious geometric significance. Formu-
lating the geometric relationships only with these paramet-
ers leads to complex constraint function often with singular
cases. To avoid this problem, we introduce the orientation
of the quadric axis defined by a normal vector : a?b��>a=e��	a=fZB U
as additive parameters for the cylinder and the cone. Each
of these two surfaces will be defined then by the following
parameter vector:

: � �A�(�	�(��"=�>'*���*�>-?�>/*�>1@�A4$�	a=b��>a=e)�>a=f�B U (18)

This representation over-parameterizes the quadric; in re-
turn it allows a simple formulation of the geometric rela-
tionships between cone, cylinder and other surfaces, e.g.
the relative orientation between a plane and a quadric is ex-
pressed by a � U a � [\��n0o �Vp ��� ��� (19)

where
p

is the angle between the plane’s normal and the
quadric axis,

a �
and

a � are the quadric axis orientation and
the plane normal respectively.

Based on the above parametrization the circularity
of the cylinder is expressed by the following equations

� � Yh[_a �b
� � Yh[_a �e
� � Yh[_a=�f

" � [ha b a e
(20)' � [ha b a f

� � [ha e a f
and for the cone by:

� [g� � a=�b [\a=�e
� [\� � a=�b [\a=�f
��[\� � a �e [\a �f

" � a b a e
(21)' � a b a f

� � a e a f
These relations are obtained by expanding the equations

(7) and (8) and identifying with the general quadric equation
(1).

A sphere is characterized by equal coefficients for the� � , � � and
� � terms and vanishing coefficients for the cross

products terms. Its representation is:
� ��� � �d� � �&� � � ��!(-*�.�&!0/ �%�&!012�3�&4 � � (22)

5. Experiments

A series of experiments were performed on several real
objects having planar and quadric surfaces. The segmenta-
tion and the extraction of the surfaces were performed with
rangeseg [7].

Our approach were compared with three main techniques
covering a large part of the spectrum of the fitting tech-
niques developed in the literature. These techniques are the
eigenvalues solution based on the algebraic distance [3, 6],
the eigenvalue technique [13] based on the approximation
of the Euclidean distance (2) and the iterative optimiza-
tion technique [1, 5] based on the specific representations
of quadric (7), (8) and (9), in occurrence the circular cone,
the circular cylinder and the sphere. In the rest of the pa-
per these techniques will be referenced respectively by AD,
AED, SR and the new suggested global fitting approach by
GF.

The performances of the different techniques are evalu-
ated by comparing the shape parameters of the quadrics, for
instance the half angle for the cone and the radius for the
cylinder and the sphere. The computation time was taken
into account as well. With AD, and AED the estimation
time is almost instantaneous, whereas it varies from half an
hour to several hours for the SR depending on the number of
measurement points. For the GF technique it is in the range
of minutes. The different techniques were implemented in
Matlab on a shared system of a 200 MHz Sun Ultrasparc
workstation. The GF has been also implemented in C++,
the package contains an additional module for compiling
the constraints. The computation time is still in the order of
minutes. It is expected to be highly reduced on a dedicated
system However.



plane
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Figure 2. the cone object and the extracted surfaces.

5.1. Object 1

Consider object 1 composed of a cone and a plane base
(Fig.2). The axis of the cone is perpendicular to the plane.
This constraint is imposed by associating a single normal
vector to both the orientation of the cone axis and the
plane’s normal. The object is then represented by the para-
meter vector:

�P�k: � ���<�	�(��"=�>'*���*�>-?�>/*�>1@�A4$�	a=b��>a=e��	a=f#��� B
where

�
is the distance parameter of the plane. The minin-

ization criterion is:

C � � U � � � � � � O � � ��� � # ��$# � O ��������/*
where

O � � ��� and
O �������� are the data matrices defined in

(12) of the cone surface and the plane surface respectively.
The constraint function associated to the circularity of the
cone is deduced from (21) and by using a vector function
formulation the penalty function associated to this shape
constraint is + � 7 � � �(�
��� �

T
7HGJI

�r/ 7 U � [ � U � 7 �*� �

where
/ 7 and

� 7 are appropriate vectors and matrices (see
[15] for more details). To ensure the unity of the normal
vector : a b �>a e �	a f B U we introduce the penalty function:+ � � 7�� �(�*��� �<� U � � [ Y � �
where � is an appropriate matrix. The optimization func-
tion (17) is thus set up as follows:

� U � � � Q I
+ � � 7�� �(�*� � Q �

+ � 7 � � �<�*�
The results obtained with the different techniques are
grouped in Table 1 except for the AED technique since a
cone surface does not have a constant gradient value. The
AD technique gives an elliptic cone, whereas the SR and
GF ensures a faithful shape estimate and relatively better
accuracy with the GF. The computation time for the SR is
in the order of 30 min whereas it is 2 min for the GF.

plane 1

plane 2

cylinder

Figure 3. a view of object 2 with the extracted surfaces.

5.2. Object 2

In the view shown in Figure 3, a small part of the cylin-
der surface is visible (about 20%) of a whole cylinder. The
cylinder is circular and its axis is orthogonal to plane 1 and
parallel to plane 2. The constraint functions were deduced
from (19) and (20) and then considered in the fitting tech-
nique. Table 2 summarizes the results. The SR fitting took
40 min whereas the GF took only 3mn.

5.3. Object 3

The cylinder patch is extracted from the view shown in
Figure 4 with two other plane surfaces. The axis of the cyl-
inder patch is parallel to plane 1 and orthogonal to plane 2.
The cylinder is circular and the extracted patch covers less
than half cylinder. The computation time is 25 min for the
SR and 3min for GF The results are grouped in Table 3.

plane 1

plane 2

cylinder 

Figure 4. View of object 3 with the extracted surfaces.

5.4. Object 4

This object contains a half cylinder with four plane sur-
faces. The cylinder patch covering about 20% of the whole
cylinder and was extracted with two other visible planes.
The considered relationships are the orthogonality of the
cylinder axis to plane 1 and its inclusion in plane 2. The
circularity of the cylinder was included as well. The fitting
time is about 1 hour and a half with the SR and 4 min with
GF. The results of the fitting are presented in Table 4.



plane 1

plane 2

cylinder

Figure 5. View of object 4 with the extracted surfaces.

5.5. Object 5

This object is a miniaturized plant model. Two cylinders
and two planes were extracted from the view shown in Fig-
ure 6. Cylinder 1 and cylinder 2 are orthogonal respectively
to plane 1 and plane 2. They are also mutually orthogonal
and circular. The computation time with SR is about 30 min
for each cylinder and 5min with GF. The different estimates
are presented in Table 5.

plane 1
cylinder 1

plane 2

cylinder 1 cylinder 2

cyinder 2

Figure 6. View of object 5 with the extracted surfaces.

5.6. Object 6

This object (Fig.7) contains a circular cone and a cir-
cular cylinder having perpendicular axes. The cylindrical
patch covers nearly 20% of the whole cylinder and the cone
patch around 30 %. We have not considered the relation-
ships between the two lateral planes and the quadric sur-
faces but they can be also integrated without any particular
difficulty. Since the patches contain a large amount of data
points (nearly 25000 and 7000 points for the cylinder and
the cone respectively) the SR fitting is quite high time con-
suming, about six hours for the cylinder and around two
hours for the cone. With the GF the two surfaces are sim-
ultaneously estimated in 5 min. The different estimates are
summarized in Table 6.

cylinder

cone

Figure 7. View of object 6 with the extracted surfaces.

5.7. Object 7

This object contains a circular cylinder and a half sphere.
The two surfaces have the same radius and the axis of the
cylinder goes through the centre of the sphere. In the view
shown in Figure 8 a nearly quarter of sphere and half cyl-
inder are visible. The SR fitting time is two hours for the
cylinder and 20 min for the sphere. With the GF it is 4 min.
The estimates are shown in Table 7.

cylinder 

sphere

Figure 8. View of object 7 with the extracted surfaces.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

It is clearly noticed from the different tables related to
objects having circular cones or circular cylinders that when
the shape of the quadric is not constrained the AD and
AED algorithms do not guarantee a faithful shape estima-
tion. Both techniques result in elliptic cones or elliptic cyl-
inders with a bias more or less important depending on how
much the patch covers the quadric and the number of meas-
urement points in each patch. However the AED technique
estimates are less biased. Figure 9 illustrates the difference
where the bias in the shape estimates is expressed in terms
of the (minor axis/major axis) ratio. The same aspect is no-
ticed for the cones if we compare the cone estimates for
object 1 (Table 1) and object 6 (Table 6).
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Figure 9. shape bias in the cylinder estimates (ob:object,
c1:cylinder1,etc.). (a) with the AD technique, (b) with the AED
technique

By imposing the circularity constraint the SR and the GF
give faithful estimates in terms of shape and parameter val-
ues. It is noticed however that the results are usually more
accurate with the GF. This suggested that by taking into
account the different position and orientation relationships
constraining the location of the quadric surface the estim-
ate is greatly improved. When a specific algebraic function
is used for the sphere (22) all the techniques give accurate
estimates (Table 7).

The computation time is dramatically high with the
SR technique, and may take hours for surface with large
amounts of data. This is normal with this non-linear repres-
entation where the data terms can not be grouped and cumu-
lated separately. In the GF approach, the measurement data
are computed and encapsulated in a data matrix just once
prior to the optimization process. Consequently the com-
putation time is virtually independent of the amount of data
points and is kept in the range of minutes.

Although it is not the objective of this work we be-
lieve that the consideration of all the known relationships
between the quadric surface and other surfaces very likely
shifts the position of the surfaces towards the actual one
in the sense that incorporating these constraints may com-
pensate up to certain degree for the effects of systematic
errors. This aspect was mentioned in [1] for the circular-
ity of the quadric. Generalizing this aspect for geometric
relationships between surfaces can be a worthwhile future

work.
The optimization technique used in the GF algorithms

supposes a reasonable initialisation of the surface parameter
vector. Although this condition limits the field of applica-
tion of the technique, it is well satisfied in our framework.
We propose to use the estimates given by the AD or when
possible the AED as initialization. More generally we sug-
gest the scheme illustrated in Figure 10 for optimal com-
bination of the AD, AED and the GF for the estimation of
object surfaces.

cones cylinders, spheres

range data

segmentation

quadrics

planes 

initial estimates,  potential relationshipsknown information

AED

GF

final estimates 

AD

Figure 10. General scheme for object surfaces estimation.
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AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cone: - cir.cone cir.cone cir.cone

���������
	��� ����� - ����	��� ����� �������� ����� ����	����
� �! #" ��	���$��� � -

Table 1. Estimates of the cone shape with the different techniques.

AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cylinder ell.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder
% �&��� ��'��( ��� % �&��� �)���� *�� %+�)���� 	�* %,�-���� �.	 %+�-��*
% �! /" �0�1�� *�� % �& #" �)'��( ���

Table 2. Estimates of the cylinder patch of object 2.

AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cylinder ell.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder
% �&��� �
	(�� ��� % �&��� �
	1�� ��� %+�
	��� 	�' %,��	��( �.* %+�
	��� ���
%1�! /"2��	(�� �.	 %1�& #"3��	1��$��'

Table 3. Estimates of the cylinder patch of object 3.



AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cylinder ell.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder
% �&��� �
	(�� ��� % �&��� �
	��� ��� %+�
	��� ��� %,��	��( ��� %+��'��� ���
%1�! /"2�0����/��� %1�& #"3��	��� ���

Table 4. Estimates of the cylinder patch of object 4.

AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cylinder ell.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder

%(���&��� �0���( ��� %(�����������( ��� %�� ���( ��� %�� ���( ��� %(� �
�� *��
%(� �& #" �0�1	�$�1	 %�� �! #" �)�(/��'
%�	 ����� �)�� ��� %�	 ����� �
*� �.� %.	 �
*� 	�' %.	,�-�� ��* %�	,�
*� ���
%.	 �! #" �-�� 	�� %.	 �! #" ��*� 	1�

Table 5. Estimates of the cylinder patches of object 5.

AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cylinder ell.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder
% �&��� �-�.�($��� % �&��� ��*��( �.	 %,��*��( �(� %+��*��� *1� %(� �)���
%1�! /"3�)'�'( ��� %1�! /"3��*�*� ��	

ell.cone - cir.cone cir.cone cir.cone
� �&��� ��	��( ��� � - ����	��( ��� � ���)'��� ��� � ���)'�� �
� �! /" ��	�*�/��� � -

Table 6. Estimates of the cylinder and the cone patches of object 6.

AD AED SR GF true surface
ell.cylinder ell.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder cir.cylinder
% �&��� ������ �.� % �&��� ������ ��� %+������ ��� %,�0���� �.* %+����*( ���
% �! /" �0��'( *�� % �& #" �0���� ���

sphere sphere sphere sphere sphere
r=15.03 r=15.05 15.03 15.03 15.00

Table 7. Estimates of the cylinder and the sphere patches of object 7.
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